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Abstract : An eighty samples containing pseudomonas auroginosa
were taken from
Diwanyia teaching hospital 50 of them were from Cystic Fibrosis patients and the other 30
were from Microbial Keratitis infected people ,all these samples have been cultured and
indicated pseudomonas auroginosa infection, then the bacteria under taken a comparison
according to colony properties , genetically and the activity of proteinase IV enzyme, the
study have been identified almost pseudomonas auroginosa isolated from Cystic
Fibrosis(CF) patients were able to form mucoid colonies ,while the colonies of Microbial
Keratitis(MK) patients were nonmucoid , genetically the study fined that there were many
bands at different wave lengths can be isolated from the same infection .and finally as
regarded with proteinase IV(PIV) enzyme activity it was more active in Cystic Fibrosis
isolates from Microbial Keratitis once, this may come from the effect of anther virulence
factors.
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Introduction
Pseudomonas aeruginosa is the species type of the genus Pseudomonas. It is an opportunistic human
pathogen1 which can cause both acute and chronic infections as keratitis and cystic fibrosis respectively.
And it is one of the most vital species that cause infection, causing several hospitals, including
inflammation of the urinary tract and respiratory infections and inflammation of the joints especially in people
who suffer from HIV infections Ail2.In the case of cystic fibrosis, a chronic lung disease which can be fatal .3
and caused by Pseudomonas aeruginosa non mucoid isolates, which later convert to be resistant mucoid
isolates advantage of the antibiotics and means of defense in the body 4P. aeruginosa has alsoremained the
most common cause of keratitis.it is characterized by the infiltration of inflammatory cells and tissue
destruction, which can lead to corneal perforation 5. Up to this point, most instances of bacterial keratitis were
connected with visual injury ,visual surface illness and earlier visual surgery.6. But some recent studies refers
that a relationship between using contacted lenses and Keratitis 7.
Although there are substantial differences between the two cases, but they share some general
characteristics such as the site of injury, a mucousal tissue, which is usually has a few normal flora in the
absence of injury8.
P aeruginosa has many virulence factors which enabled the bacteria to cause both acute and chronic
infections one of these virulence factors is protease or peptidases are enzymes that can hydrolyze peptide bonds
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within peptides and proteins 9. P. aeruginosais fit for discharging seven unique proteases; these are elastase A(
Las An), elastase B (Las B)10modifiedelastase alkaline protease (AP), protease IV, pseudomonas aeruginosa
small protease (PASP)11, and the large exoprotease (Lep A) 12. Las A, Las B, modified elastase, and AP are
metalloproteinase and might be created by just a few strains 13.Protease IV is imperative in the pathogenesis of
Pseudomonas aeruginosa initiated microbial keratitis, yet little is known about its part in cystic fibrosis (CF)
lung contamination. The destructiveness of protease IV in visual contamination has been ascribed to the
demolition of host proteins, including fibrinogen and parts of the resistant framework 14. protease IV may add to
intense lung damage initiated by P. aeruginosa through loss of surfactant capacity 15. this study tried to
compare between P. aeruginosa which isolated from CF patients and anther isolated from keratitis patients
phenotypically, genetically and by the activity of protease IV in both isolates.

Materials and Methods
Clinical samples
An 80 samples of P. aeruginsa clinical isolates were obtained between Jeanery 2013 and February
2014 from patients attending teaching Diwanyia Hospital because of keratitis and Cystic fibrosis
All isolates were grown on nutrient agar and then characterized as P.aeruginosa according to colony
morphology, Gram’s stain appearance, oxidase reaction, and growth at 41°C 16.
Isolation of Genomic DNA
Genomic DNA of the isolates was extracted according to 17Method .
Zymography analysis
This move has been made for the purpose of comparison between the effectiveness of the protease IV
enzyme in Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria that cause chronic disease and other causes acute one. Gelatin
zymography strategies in light of those of 18was Adopted.

Results and Discussion
Phenotypic comparison
The studied of phenotype characteristics are shown in in table 1 below which explain that 50 of 80
samples were cystic fibrosis cases, 27 of them were mucoid colonies what should be referred to M and the
rest 13 were nonmucoid and referred to NM. Both M and NM colonies were isolated from the same patients
.while all p. aeruginosastrains isolated from keratitis patients were nonmucoied.
In fact mucoid colonies consider a protection picture which forms under severe conditions (release of
reactive oxygen intermediates from PMNs, high osmolarity, dehydration, nutrient limitation, presence of
antibiotics).
19

proofed that this conditions influence P aeruginosato produce alginate (a negatively charged
copolymer composed of a-D-mannuronic acid and guluronic acid).and alginate are capable of convert NM
bacteria to M bacteria ,or the bacteria use mucoid property in order to be chronic. it also give the
microorganism a protection from hosts defense and anti biotics this lead to suppose that the mucosal character
is a major difference between MK and CF infection with P.aeruginosa.
Table1 phenotypic analysis of P aeruginosa isolates
source patient
CF
MK

Number
samples
50
30

of mucoid
27

nonmucoid
23
30
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Isolation of Genomic DNA
After isolation of genomic DNA and using UV spectrophotometer many bands at different wave
lengths have been appeared not only for
P .aeruginosa which isolated from different infections ,it was also different in P .aeruginosa isolated
from same infection with different patients as seen in fig 1 below.

Fig 1 Isolation of genomic DNA from P.auroginosa according to
This wide genetic versatility give the microbes the capacity to invade different destinations of human
body. This results agree with 19 who said the remarkable capacity of P. aeruginosa to adjust to a wide
assortment of situations might be because of its broad hereditary adaptability that guarantees it's pathogenic
potential.
Location of protease IV in clinical disconnects
The exercises of protease IV in P. aeruginosa confines were imagined by gelatin zymography. A
gelatinolytic band at an obvious sub-atomic mass of ~350 kDa was found in all examples (Fig. 3). This band
has already been proposed to be protease IV20in spite of the fact that the catalyst has an atomic mass of 26 kda,
totals under SDS decreasing circumstances and is settled at a high sub-atomic mass in the gel21

Fig. 4. Protease activity of P. aeruginosa strains. gelatin zymogram,(a) Afloats run innon-attendanceof
the protease IV inhibitor TLCK. (b) Supernatants run in the presence of protease IV inhibitor TLCK.
Lanes:(P1…..8).according to18
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In the present study the activity of protease IV has been taken under comparison because this consider
as one of the important pathogenic factor in P. aeuroginosa because of its Role in host-pathogen interaction
as we know hemorrhage is a characteristic of P. aeruginosa22infection.which is come from the ability of
Protease IV to cleave bovine fibrinogen in vitro .this is the last is conferred to a fibrin cloth after vascular
damage. dysfunction of fibrinogen will lead to hemorrhage.
In keratitis Proteases add to pathogenesis through annihilation of connective tissue and corruption of
host immunological elements23 the present study found that the activity of protease IV in MK is less than the
activity of the enzyme in CF samples . to explain this results more researches one of them the study of 24which
investigate the gene sequence of PIV gene and founded that there is relationship between the enzyme activity
and the presence or absence of exotoxin S, where is the exoS –containing isolates are low producing PIV
enzyme.
Actually its very complex to understand the mechanisms of the interaction among the virulence factors
of any pathogen ,but in the present study as regarded with PIV enzyme activity it may effect on the action of
anther virulence factors this need more studies and investigations .
In brief ,we have Identified that P. aeuroginosa isolated from Cystic Fibrosis samples are from
Microbial Keratitis samples phenotypically by mucoied colonies formation in CF samples, this mucularity
helps in chronic effect of the infection , and structurally both isolates possess protease IV enzyme and rather
have the same action in the different cases but it's activity in MK is less than from CF samples
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